LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(GOODBURG, KINGDOM OF RANDOMY, POPULATION 10,000)
Form of municipalisation

Getting back to insourcing all the previously outsourced services by employing the specialists, not creating any separate companies.
Private contract

Plan A: Contracts are terminated on basis on low quality of the services provided. Legal basis – termination for violations.

Plan B – checking economic benefits and buying back.

Plan C: if contract needs to be renewed every X years, just wait out and don’t renew it.
Time

6 months to 2 years, depending on the plan A, B or C.

In case of bankrupt ICT provider – instant.
Worker’s pay, conditions and trade union rights

Worker’s pay and conditions: transfer of all the terms and re-negotiation later to ensure equal rights.

Provide information to the new employees about trade union, collective contract etc.
Transfer

Most attention should be paid to:

- Ensuring the flow and attribution of information.
- The contract conditions with the employees.
- Buying back the assets of the bankrupt ICT company.
Support

Council and the union – Best Friends Forever.

„Goodburg herald“ – the local media.
Knowledge and demands

Knowledge:
lawyers in union’s employ.

Demands:
➢ Employees of the council.
➢ Good people of Goodburg.
➢ Politicians: this could be used in a campaign for re-election.
Success indicators

➢ Financial and operational efficiency,
➢ equity,
➢ sustainability,
➢ transparency,
➢ democratic control,

Being included in Ms. Kishimoto’s next presentation as an example of good practice.
KEEP CALM AND DO THE REMUNICIPALISATION